Since order quantity has only been decided at a spot selling time in the classical newsboy problem, both the purchase timing and the time-variant variance of the forecasted demand are neglected When the buyer purchases seasonal commodity by changing, his pre-planned schedule for more purchase discount, it is necessary for the buyer to forecast the demand of spot selling time, which may increase the variance of the demand This paper deals simultaneously with optimal purchase timing, and order quantity under a specified shortage-level limit in a distribution free newsboy problem Besides, a numerical example is used to illustrate the largest amount called Expectled Value of Additional Information, which decision-maker will be willing to pay for the knowledge of the normal distribution. Furthermore, the effects of parameters and economical meanings are also included. The resultant outcomes could apply to some cases in futures commodity contracth.
Introduction
We may consider the classical newsboy problem as the scenarios on the demand forecasted at time I ahead of spot selling time T , and therefore it only decides order quantity on the t radeoff between over-stocking and under-stocking to minimize cost (to maximize profit) in the classical newsboy problem.
Since the classical newsboy problem has only one decision variable in it, it is oversimplifled. We improved it to be an extended one with two decision variables: (1) when to order (to decide the purchase timing); (2) how many to order (to decide the order quantity). The purchase timing was necessarily considered because it, affects not only the purchase cost but also the accuracy of the forecasted demand. The later the purchase timing is, i.e., near the spot selling time, the more accurate it is, i.e., the less the variance of the forecasted demand is. The larger variance of the forecasted demand results from forecasting the demand earlier. The characteristic exists mostly in the futures commodity contracts. It makes much difference between t,his paper and the classical newsboy problem, which are summarized as follows:
(1) The classical newsboy problem was assumed that the purchase cost per unit is fixed. We assumed that the supplier gives more price discount to stirnulake the buyer to purchase earlier for decreasing t lie inventory level. Based on the different purchase discount at different purchase timing, the model is completely different from tlie other model in the literature such as Anvari [l] , Anvari & Kusy[2], C'hung [5] and Pfeifer [13] , contrarily, which are f m ulated on the different sales discount at different sales quantity. Although Eeckhout c t al. [6] proposed that a buyer can reorder the inventory by expensive purchase price, this paper shows different opinions in which buyer can only order once.
The assumption in price discount is different from the applications in the literature of the classical newsboy problem. For example, Khouja[9] formulated a model on the scenarios as sale price discount on the demand. Contrarily we formulated our model on the effects of purchase price discount a t different purchase timing on the purchase cost.
(2) There is a difference in conducting under-stocking between the classical newsboy problem and this paper. Since the shortage cost includes penalty cost specified in the contract; discount asked by customers for shortage of goods and for inconvenience; imputation loss; and loss from losing potential customer, it is really difficult to measure shortage cost by experience. Therefore, some researchers like Aardal i t al. [3] , Moon & Clioi [1 1] formulated their inventory model with service-level constraint. In order to widen tlie application of this model, we utilize the average shortage rate subject to a specified shortage rate limit to deal with the under-stocking. [14, 151 . Namely, the variance is invariant wit,h the time. When the buyer forecasts the demand, the nearer tlie spot selling time is, the less the variance of the forecasted demand is; i.e., the less the forecast bias of the buyer is. The effects of forecast bias on the expected iiiventorv quantity and expected shortage quantity were siimiltaneously considered in the model of this paper. This innovation lias never been mentioned in the related literatures of the newsboy problem.
(4) When the buyer purchases the seasonal products, lie can evaluate the mean and variance of the demand from experience. However, he always can't identify the exact type of distribution function of the demand. Some scholars extended the newsboy problem with distribution free such as Gallego & Moon [7] , Moon & Choi[ll, 121, but all of them didn't include the timing into the model. A distribution free newsboy problem witJi purchase timing was formulated to extend the application in the paper.
An extended newsboy problem with normal distribution under shortage-level constraints is postulated by Chen and Cliuang [4] . Under the scenarios of the unidentified distribution function of the demand, a distribution free newsboy problem under shortage-level constraints is proposed in the paper. The model in this paper could be used in making decisions for some kinds of future commodity cont,racts. It is also suitable for the wholesaler t'o decide how many and when to buy the seasonal agriculture products. For example, when to order roses and how many roses to order on the eve of Valentine's Day is a typical case.
Assumptions and Notations

Assumptions
When price discount for early purchase is offered by the supplier within period [0.7'], the buyer has to decide the purchase t,iming t a t time 0 and then decide the order quantity
0.
The buyer allows his customer to preorder products. The preordered must be sent to the customer ahead of time T in order to avoid loosing the opportunity of the sale. To maintain the sales stable, the supplier always sells products a t a price discount to stimulate the buyer to purchase products ahead of ~c h~d u l e . Since the purchase cost at, ( t , q) misius the one at ( t -At, q ) equals to If 8 < //, it does not make sense of the price discount offered by the supplier. Therefore, it is the same ats the classical newsboy problem a,nd the optima,l purchase ttiming t* must be T.
If the buyer decides to purchase products at time t ahead of time 7 ' , the order quantity q is based on the distribution function f\ of the forecasted demand Xf (iii) If order quantity is less than the <kinand, the expected shortage of quantity would be E[.\i -q ]^. T1-n-buyer specified that the average s11ort.rigi.x level, tile ratio of expected sliurtage of quaiiti t,y to the expected demand (iiiiintity, isn't greater tlmn tlie shortage rate l i t j.i, 0 < /l < I so as t o maintain the service level, and it can be dc-fined as ( i v ) T h e buyer miiiiinizcs t h e uppvr bound of tin-expd-ted total cost i ( i , q ) s o as to deal with the effects of inexact type }'} on the inventory cost, i.e., where the first, item of L{!, (7) is pun-liasc-cost. t lie second is holding cost, and the third is expected salvage value for the unsold product. The expected total cost, doesn't include the setup cost, because it cloesiiqt influence tlie optimal solution of the modcl. [7] and extend it, we get Siihstitnto Eq. ( 4 ) , Eq. (5) into Eq, ( 2 ) , Eq. (3) and rearrange it, the optimal inventory policy (t*. q*) of ; i distribution free newsboy under a specified shortage ratre limit is the optimal solution of the following model.
Model derivation
Follow Gallego &' Moon
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The above-analyzed problem of the model (I) is not the exact problem to be solved but an a,pproxirnate one.
from Eq. (6) and the left-hand side of Eq. (7) is decreasing with t , the optimal solution ( t * , q*) must make Eq. ( 7 ) (11) .
Model (11):
where the relation between the feasible solution Q of Model (11) Let the optimal solution under a certain distribution (e.g. the normal distribution, we assume it to be a normal distribution for comparing with Chen and Chuang [4] ) be (th, q;) and tlie optimal solution under the distribution free be ( t k , qT,.). Here F represents the worst distribution. If we use the quantit,y (f'f , q;) instead of ( t k , q&) when the real distribution is certain, the largest amount that we would be willing to pay for the knowledge of these certain distribution is called Expected Value of Additional Information (EVAI), which is defined as E V A I = lJN(t;,, (/>) -l , N ( t h , q k ) . What the expected total cost LN(7';, A) under a normal distribution is to ( t k , q k ) , and LN(t;, 6 ) t,o (/Mi q; 
i.e., the optimal order quantity increases with demand-distribution-related parameter G , and the optimal purchase timing decreases with demand-distri but ion-related parameter (7.
By Eq. (8), Eq. (20) and Eq. (10)) we obtain i.e., the optimal order quantity decreases with inve~it ory-cost-related parameter Z), and the optimal purchase timing increases with inventory-cost-rela ted parameter 1). 
i.e., tlie greater the unit holding cost per unit time is, the later the optimal purchase timing is.
5.2.7.
The effects of changing the unsold unit salvage value v Use Eq. (1 O), Eq. (25) and rearrange it, we obtain i.e., The greater the unsold unit salvage value is, the greater the optimal order quantity is.
Use Eq. ( l o ) , Eq, (26) and rearrange it, we obtain i.e., the greater the unsold unit salvage value is, the earlier the optimal purchase timing is.
5.2.8.
The effect of changing the length of price discount offered by the supplier T Use Eq. ( l o ) , Eq. (25) and rea>rrange it, we obtain i.e., the grea,ter t,he length of price discount offered by the supplier is, the great8er t,he opt,ima,l order quantity is.
Use Eq. ( l o ) , Eq. (26) and rearrange it, we obtain . e . , the greater the leiigtth of price discount offered by t,he supplier is, the earlier the optimal purchase timing is.
Conclusions
When average shortage rate is subject to a specified shortage rate limit, a mathematical model of a distribution free newsboy problem is formulated to decide simultaneously the optimal purchase timing and optimal order quantity.
From the research outcomes, the parameters of the distribution free newsboy problem could be divided into t,wo categories: (i) dema,nd-distribution-related parameter; (ii) inventory-cost-related parameter. Once the sizes of demaiid-distribut,ion-related parameter and i~~vcntory-cost,-related parameter are compared, the optimal purchase timing and order quantity of the mathematical model were decided. The optimal purchase timing decreases (increases) with demand-distribution-rela ted paramet,er (inventory-cost-related parameter) while the optimal order quantity increases (decreases) with demand-distribution-related parameter (inventory-cost-relat,ed parameter). The effects of the mean of tJhe demand, the standard deviation of t,he demand, t,he shortage rate limit (the supplier's unit list price, the unit purchase discount ahead of one unit time, tlie length of price discount offered by the supplier, the unit l~olding cost per unit time, the unsold unit salvage value) on the optimal purchase tiiniiig and optimal order quantity were obtained t111rough the effects of the mean of the demand, the standard deviation of the demand, the short age rate limit ( t h e supplier's unit list price, the unit purchase discount ahead of one unit time, the length of price discount offered by the supplier, the unit holding cost per unit time, the unsold unit salvage value) on the demaud-distribution-related parameter (the i~iveiitory-cost-related parameter) in the paper.
Additionally, Expected Value of Additional Information is defined as the largest amount that we would be willing to pay for tlic knowledge of a certain distribut,ion, and tlien an example is illustrated under the optimal solut,ion with t,he normal dist,ribut,ion and the optimal solution with the distribution free newsboy problem. All of these chara,cteristics could be used to help the bnyer to set the optimal inventory policy.
